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CURRENCY AND EQUIVALENT UNITS

Currency Unit = Kuna
Average Commercial Rates)

1994 1995 August 1996
US S 1 00 = 5.995 5.220 5.2655

DM/US Dollar Excnange Rate ,as of August 31 1996) 1.4792

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Metric System

AEBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

BiH Bosnia and Herzegovina
CAS Country Assistance Strategy
DC Direct Contracting
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EU European Union
GPN General Procurement Notice
ERP Emergency Reconstruction Project
HBOR Croatian Bank for Reconstruction and Development

(formeriy HKBO, Croatian Credit Bank for Reconstruction)
HC Croatian Roads Administration
HZ Croatian Railways Company
IFOR Implementation Force (of NATO)
ICB International Competitive Bidding
ICR Implementation Completion Report
km kilometer
LIB Limited International Bidding
LIBOR London Interbank Offered Rate
MAC Mine Action Center
MMTC Ministry of Maritime Affairs, Transport and Communications
MOI Ministry of Interior
NA Not Applicable
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NCB National Competitive Bidding
NGO Non-Governmental Organization
PU Project Unit (or sluzba)
SOP Standard Operating Procedures
QA Quality Assurance
UNTAES UN Transitional Administration for Eastern Slavonia,

Baranja, and Western Sirmium
UN United Nations
UNPA UN Protected Area

FISCAL YEAR

January 1 - December 31
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REPUBLIC OF CROATIA
EMERGENCY TRANSPORT AND MINE CLEARING PROJECT

I. THE PROJECT

Project Objectives

1. The primary objectives of the Project are to: (1) repair and reconstruct the surface
transport networks within Croatia and between Croatia and BiH and (2) clear landmines in areas of
high economic priority for reconstruction. By rebuilding the transport system, it is expected that
delivery of construction materials to BiH will be accelerated and that the traditional regional trade
patterns will be reestablished. The repair and reconstruction of local transport networks will also
provide some of the critical elements needed for the return of refugees and displaced persons.
Clearing of landmines is an essential first step in the repair and reconstruction of infrastructure
networks, in the rebuilding of other facilities (such as schools and clinics) and in the return of
refugees and displaced persons to their homes.

Project Design and Description

2. The Project is part of a post-war infrastructure reconstruction program supported by three
projects: (1) reconstruction of regional transport systems and clearing of landmines (the object of
this report,) (2) rebuilding of regional water supply and sewerage networks, and (3) reconstruction
of major infrastructure in the Eastern Slavonia region of Croatia. The first two projects are largely
regional in nature, benefiting users in both Croatia and BiH. The Eastern Slavonia project would
focus on infrastructure needed locally, but would also rebuild facilities needed for improved
economic ties with neighboring countries. The water and sewerage project is in the final stages of
preparation and will be presented once final agreement has been reached between Croatia and BiH
on the arrangements for implementation and, if applicable, agreements concerning on-lending and
repayment of funds. Initial preparatory work has also begun on the project in Eastem Slavonia.
Among other issues, consideration will be given to the mechanisms for implementation and
supervision of the project during the remaining period of the transitional administration.

3. The proposed Emergency Transport and Mine Clearing Project will cover the first phase of
the reconstruction program. The transport sector was selected for Bank support since the needed
agreements between Croatia and BiH have been signed and the joint implementation committee has
been established and begun work. Design of the major investments has been completed and agreed
and preparation of tenders await only the approval of the proposed Loan. (Additional information
on fimding of the transport investments is discussed under Project Implementation.) The Project
finances only investments that could be implemented within a period of two to three years and does
not include major upgrading of infrastructure or sector restructuring. Such larger investments have
been left to separate projects under initial stages of preparation, for example, for Croatian railways
and ports. Clearing of landmnines is included in the Project as a necessary component of the
reconstruction program.
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4. The proposed Project investments are:

Transport Component

* Roads and Bridges: Repair and reconstruction of the Zupanja-Orasje bridge (the parts of the
bridge located in the territory of Croatia) which crosses the Sava River into BiH from eastern
Croatia, 130 kms of roads and about 30 road bridges primarily through Lika and Cordun in the
former UNPA areas, and upgraded road access to Ploce Port. The estimated cost for roads and
bridges, excluding contingencies, is US$ 33.8 million.

* Railways: Reconstruction of the Lika line (Ostarije-Knin-Split/Zadar) and the Novska-Sisak
line. The investments on the Lika line will consist of the Debeljak tunnel at Skabrnje near
Zadar, safety equipment at the Skabmje station, 9 automated barriers at road crossings along
the line, renewal of 45 kms of track, and spare parts for 15 locomotives. On the Novska-Sisak
line, two rail bridges (over the Strug and Sava Rivers) will be rebuilt. The estimated cost for
railways, excluding contingencies, is US$ 23.6 million.

* Ploce Port: Repairs and reconstruction of Pier 5 (main pier) and Pier 3, the pier ladder and
fendering system, the roll-on-roll-off terminal, container handling equipment, and various war
damages to equipment, piers and buildings. The estimated cost for the investments at the Port,
excluding contingencies, is US$ 18.6 million.

Mine Clearing Component

e Clearing of mines im areas of high priority for economic reconstruction (with first priority to
Project areas,) quality assurance of cleared areas, initial screening based on mine maps,
surveys to estimate the probability of areas being contaminated by mines, and technical
assistance, including training for mine clearers, instructors, and possibly dogs, where such
dogs are trained to identify the location of mines. Total investments in mine clearing, excluding
contingencies, will be US$ 27.2 million.

Project Implementation

5. The Project Implementation Plan is included as Chapter IV of the Technical Annex. The
Project will be implemented by the agencies directly responsible for the respective programs.

Project Indicators

6. As an emergency operation, the relevant Project indicators relate to speed of procurement
and Project implementation. These are: (1) percentage of Project funds committed by supplier
contract; (2) funds disbursement (including issuance of Bank Special Commitments;) and (3)
percentage of completion of Project.
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I. TRANSPORT COMPONENT

Background

7. Traditionally Croatia has provided one of the main east-west transport links between
western Europe and the Balkans. Since 1991, war has disrupted many of these links. Much of the
main transport infrastructure was damaged due to war activities or deferred maintenance. With the
signing of the Washington Accords in early 1994, the Government of Croatia began to rebuild the
transport infrastructure. Following the approval of the Dayton Accords in December 1995 and the
end of hostilities in the region, the Govemrnment began a full-scale reconstruction program.

8. Due to its central location, Croatia's infrastructure constitutes an essential part of the
transport network for the regional economy, including BiH and Serbia. The regional network
includes: the road and rail lines from Zagreb to Belgrade, the rail lines from Rijeka to Hungary, the
road and rail bridges across the Sava and Una Rivers into Bosnia, and the sea-port at Ploce in
southern Croatia. In addition, the Government of Croatia has initiated a program to repair and
reconstruct the roads and bridges running parallel to the Adriatic through Lika and Cordun. These
lines are located in the former Sectors North and South and, until 1995, were not accessible to the
Government of Croatia.

9. Following the signing of the Dayton Accords, NATO has rebuilt (or plans to rebuild) parts
of the transport network, as needed to move troops and supplies into Bosnia. IFOR has built two
temporary pontoon bridges at Zupanja-Orasje in eastern Croatia and has plans to put in place a
temporary rail bridge at Volinja between Bosanski Kostajnica and Bosanski Novi in northeastern
Bosnia. While the bridges provided a quick means of handling military (and some civilian) traffic,
traffic capacity is limited. To serve the needs of the regional economy, it will be necessary to
replace the IFOR bridges with permanent facilities capable of handling normal traffic loads.

10. Since the 1960s, the Bank has been lending to Croatia (as part of the former Yugoslavia)
for the transport sector. The Bank provided a loan in March 1995 for the Highway Sector Project
(Loan Number 3869-HR) to finance building of the roads system in the areas then under
Government control. In addition, the Bank has begun preparation on projects for the railways and
ports. However, the transition to a market economy has meant substantial and material
restructuring of the railways and ports in order to reduce the annual subsidies needed. To assist in
the preparation of such restructuring, consultants' studies are underway and are expected to be
completed by late 1996. The proposed program is independent of the outcome of the studies and
will cover repairs and reconstruction that will be needed regardless of the details of the future
sector strategy for the railways and the ports.

Objectives

11. The primary objective of the transport component of the Project is to finance the repair and
rebuilding of essential regional transport infrastructure. The Project will: rebuild a major surface
transport link between eastem Croatia and north-eastem Bosnia, upgrade the primary seaport
(Ploce Port) serving Bosnia, and repair and rebuild the road and rail networks needed to improve
efficiency of transport throughout Croatia.
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Design

12. The Project design focuses on the crucial investments needed immediately by both Croatia
and BiH for the reconstruction of the regional economy. Care was taken to ensure to avoid the
major investments in rehabilitation and upgrading of transport infrastructure where such
investments should be made only following the completion and full review of the sector
restructuring studies. This particularly applies to the railways and the ports investments for the
Project.

Description

Roads and Bridges

13. The Project will cover investments for roads and bridges, railways, and for the Port at
Ploce. The most crucial investments for roads and bridges will cover: the Zupanja-Orasje bridge
across the Sava River, roads and bridges primarily through Lika and Cordun, and the road access
to the Ploce Port.

14. The Zupanja-Orasje bridge represents the main road link between Croatia and north-
eastern Bosnia through Vukovar-Vinkovci-Tusla-Sarajevo. Almost 40 percent of the bridge has
been destroyed, including all the main upper structure crossing the river and the two central piers.
Only the structure in the north and south flood plains were undamaged. The existing foundations
were only slightly damaged. The program thus includes rebuilding a 304 meter bridge section and
constructing new piers using the existing foundations. The IFOR bridges built at Zupanja were
removed in March-April due to the Spring floods. All the road bridges to be rebuilt were damaged
or destroyed during the hostilities, with the amount of damage ranging from deterioration of
surfaces and railings to complete destruction of the bridge, including foundations. The average cost
for repairing the bridges is estimated at US$ 500,000 per bridge. In addition, about 130 kms of
roads through Lika and Cordun have been damaged or destroyed, due to shelling or deferred
investments. Many of the roads also provide access to the bridges noted above. The roads program
will also include construction of a new road to Ploce Port. The current road traverses the city of
Ploce, creating inefficiencies and hazards for both port and city traffic. The new access road of 2.3
kms joins the Port to the Adriatic Highway (M2) about 2 kms west of the Port.

Railways

15. The railway components are located on two main lines, that is, the Lika line (Ostarije-
Knin-Split/Zadar) and the line between Zagreb and Belgrade. The investments foreseen for the
Lika line are:

* Skabrnje Station Safety Equipment. The Skabrnje station safety equipment was completely
destroyed during the war. The cable network was damaged and the building itself was burnt
down.

* Level Crossings. All 28 level crossings on the line were destroyed. All had light and sound
signals (some with and some without barriers.) Nine light signals with barriers on the crossings
will be installed on the roads with the heaviest traffic crossing the railway tracks.
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* The Debeljak Tunnel. The Debeljak tunnel has a length of 1.3 kms and is located on the section
Skabrnje-Bibinje. During the war, a wagon full of explosives was placed on the line in the
direction of Zadar. The wagon exploded at the entry to the tunnel, destroying 70 meters of the
entry and 330 meters of the tunnel lining. Under the program, the tunnel will be rebuilt.

* Track Renewal. On the Ostarije-Knin line, three sections totaling 45 kms have been selected
for renewal. The track on these sections is in bad condition. It was last repaired over 20 years
ago, and then with used material. The sections are: Ostarije-Plaski (20 kms) Gracac-Malovan
(6 kms) and Licko Lesce-Perusic (19 kms.)

* Spare Parts. Spare parts for 15 locomotives will also be purchased, including diesel motors
and electrical equipment, air conditioning systems and electric heating equipment.

16. On the Novska-Sisak line the repair of two bridges is included under the Project.

* Strug River Bridge. This bridge is 110 meters long and has three spans. During the war the
first span structure was destroyed while the other two were damaged. The Project covers a full
repair of the bridge.

* Sava River Bridge. The bridge and the damages and destruction are similar to that at the Strug
River bridge. Both bridges are located near Novska.

Ploce Port

17. The Port of Ploce has historically served BiH as well as Hungary and Serbia. The war
reduced the traffic through the Port to about five percent of prewar levels. Port installations were
damaged by air and naval bombardments in 1992 and pier 5, the main facility for loading and
unloading bulk cargo, has been damaged due to lack of repair and maintenance, overloading, and
possibly original construction deficiencies. In its current state, Ploce Port is unable to handle more
than minimal levels of cargo traffic. The Project includes the following urgent investments.

* Pier 5 Rehabilitation. In order to define and design the necessary works, consultants have been
engaged. They will also work out the bidding documents. The assignment started in June and
will take about four months. Financing is provided by the Dutch Government under a separate
project.

* Handling Equipment. There is a need to replace the destroyed equipment and acquire
equipment to handle containers, that is, a mobile tired crane, a stacker, tractors, and trailers.

* Repair of Various War Damages. Damages to be repaired were inflicted to mechanical
equipment as well as to buildings and piers. Repairs will be made to: the grain terminal,
warehouse 4A, pier cranes 2 and 3, repair of windows and doors in various buildings, pier 2
pavement, and warehouse 9.
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* Pier Ladder and Fendering System. Pier ladders and a proper fendering system are lacking and
needed to allow for efficient operation of the Port. Relevant support is provided under the
Project.

* Pier 3 Repairs. Pier 3, which is the oldest pier in the port, is in a poor condition with serious
deformations and risks a possible collapse. Part of the pier has already been rebuilt and the
remainder will be built as part of the Project.

* Roll-on-roll-off Terminal Renewal. The roll-on-roll-off terminal, which dates from the 1960s is
located close to the main square of the town of Ploce. The terminal was used by tanks and
heavy military trucks. As a result, more than half of the pavement is broken or in poor
condition and will be repaired under the Project.
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Estimated Costs

18. The table below summarizes the cost estimates over the period 1996-1998.

(US$ millions)

1996 1997 1998 Total

Roads and Bridges

Zupanja-Orasje Bridge 2.0 1.6 3.6

Regional bridges 6.6 7.4 14.0

Road rehabilitation 5.0 5.1 5.1 15.2

Access to Ploce Port 1.0 1.0

Subtotal 13.6 15.1 5.1 33.8

Railways

Skabrnje Station 0.3 0.5 0.8

Level crossings 0.8 1.1 1.9

Debeljak Tunnel 2.1 2.1

Track renewal 5.0 5.0 5.0 15.0

Spare parts 1.2 1.2 2.4

Strug River Bridge 0.3 0.4 0.7

Sava River Bridge 0.3 0.4 0.7

Subtotal 10.0 8.6 5.0 23.6

Ploce Port

Pier 5 rehabilitation 6.3 4.2 10.5

Handling equipment 4.2 4.2

Miscellaneous war damages 0.6 1.3 1.9

Pier ladder and fendering 0.2 0.2 0.4

Pier 3 repairs 0.6 0.6

Roll-on-roll-off terminal renewal 0.5 0.5 1.0

Subtotal 0.6 13.1 4.9 18.6

Base cost 24.2 36.6 15.0 76.0

Contingencies' 3.9 5.8 2.6 12.3

TOTAL 28.1 42.6 17.6 88.3

1 Contingencies have been estimated as follows: physical contingencies, allowance of 10 percent, price contingencies
6 percent. For price inflation, the BanKs standard adjustment factors were used, assuming 1988 as a mid-point for
disbursement.
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Financing Plan

19. The total cost of the transport component of the Project is estimated at $88.3 million. The
Bank Loan will finance an average of 82 percent of the Project, that is, 80 percent of works and
100 percent of goods (excluding taxes and duties.) Costs not financed by the Bank Loan will be
covered by the state budget.

Financing Plan2

(USS millions)

Government of Bank Loan Project
Croatia

Roads and Bridges B.1 30.9 39.0
Railways 5.0 22.8 27.8
Ploce Port 3.2 18.3 21.5
Total Transport 16.3 72.0 88.3

Implementation

20. In the transport sector, roads and bridges will be implemented by Croatian Roads (HG,)
railways by Croatian Railways (HZ,) and ports by the Ploce Port Authority. For the transport
component, the MMTC is establishing a small Project Unit (PU) which will prepare all
disbursement requests for the transport component and will consolidate reports by the transport
agencies under the Project.

21. The implementation schedules for the various investments reflect a three year program
(1996-98) with the major part of the activity falling in 1997. For many of the investments, designs
have been completed and the implementing agencies are ready to start (or have already begun)
procurement. For example, for the Zupanja-Orasje bridge, design for reconstruction has been
completed and some of the damaged pieces have been cleared from the river. However, for some
investments, such as the rehabilitation of pier 5 in Ploce Port and the repairs to the Lika railway,
construction might not be completed until the third quarter of 1999.

22. For all investments except the Zupanja-Orasje bridge, implementation of the transport
investments in the proposed Project will be the sole responsibility of the Croatian agency, that is,
HC, HZ, or the Ploce Port Authority. For the bridge, the Governments of Croatia and Bosnia have
agreed that the costs will be shared 50:50 and have established a joint bridge commission to
implement the investment. Most of the work in procurement and implementation will be conducted
by HC and the joint commission will approve only final decisions for the program. Recognizing the
importance of close cooperation for the bridge, in March 1996, the Governments of Croatia and of
BiH signed a memorandum of understanding with regard to transport connections between Croatia
and BiH (Attachment 1.) In April 1996, the Governments signed a resolution on joint
implementation. The resolution names the members of the eight person commission and the
responsibilities of the commission (Attachment 2.)

2 Excluding taxes and duties. Detailed numbers may not add to totals due to rounding.
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23. For the Ploce Port, in May 1996 the Governments of Croatia and BiH signed an agreement
giving Bosnia access to the Adriatic Sea through Ploce (Attachment 3) and an agreement giving
Croatia passage through BiH at Neum (Attachment 4.) The Ploce agreement allows passage of
goods on a duty-free basis and ensures that tariffs at Ploce Port are set no higher than those
charged at other major Croatian ports (such as Rijeka.) Specific concession contracts will be
negotiated by private investors with the Port, and in the case of long-term concessions, with the
Government. The inter-governmental agreement provides a framework for such concessions and is
satisfactory to the Bank. The agreement is in accordance with the 1982 Convention on the Law of
the Sea, the 1965 Convention on Transit Trade of Land-Locked Countries and the 1923
Convention and Statute on the International Regime of Maritime Ports.

24. Procurement information provided to the Bank will include: prompt reporting of contract
award information, and comprehensive explanation of revised cost estimates for individual
contracts and the total Project, revised timing of procurement actions, and compliance with
aggregate limits on specified methods of procurement. During negotiations, agreement was reached
with the Government on all procurement arrangements.

Economic Evaluation

25. Many of the components deal with repairing and putting into operation installations. These
repairs are prerequisites for the functioning of wider systems. This applies to most of the bridges
and the Ploce Port components as well as to the repair of railway installations which have been
directly or indirectly damaged through war activities such as the station installations and tunnel
repair. For such components no explicit economic evaluations have been carried out. For some of
the major components the Croatian authorities have carried out evaluations. These concern the
road rehabilitation, repair of the regional bridges and the Lika line track renewal. These
investments account for two-thirds of the total.

26. Road Rehabilitation. The IRR (internal rate of return) varies from 14 to 49 percent. The
evaluation was prepared by Croatian authorities in accordance with conventional methods for this
type of works. The appraisal and results are included in the Project File.

27. Regional Bridges. For this group, a system of ranking was established taking into account
the importance of the road section, forecasted traffic, route length without the bridge, importance
of reconstruction for the economy and environmental considerations. The results are included in the
Project File.

28. Lika line Track Rehabilitation. In the feasibility study prepared by HZ, the economic rate
of return is estimated at 12 percent. The study is in the Project File.

Risks

29. The risks involved mainly concem those investments which depend on an agreement
between Croatia and BiH. This concerns the Zupanja-Orasje bridge and the Ploce Port. For the
Zupanja-Orasje bridge an agreement between the two governments, spelling out the intentions and
principles for reconstructing the bridge, was signed on March 14, 1996. The Croatian/BiH
Implementation Commission foreseen in the agreement has been established. For the Port of Ploce,
as noted above, a bi-lateral framework agreement has been signed (May 1996.)
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III. MINE CLEARING COMPONENT

Background

30. Landmine contamination is expected to be a problem for much of Croatia's program to
rebuild war-damaged infrastructure. At the end of 1995, there were an estimated three million
landmines, dispersed primarily along the 1,180 former lines of confrontation. The major areas
affected were former sectors south and north (Lika and Cordun) and sectors west and east
(Western and Eastem Slavonia.) The area south of Karlovac is thought to be heavily contaminated,
as it was previously used as a military training camp. Landmines were used as invisible barriers,
denying access to facilities of all kinds: residential housing, public buildings, agricultural land,
roads, railways, bridges, power and gas networks, water and sewerage systems. Most of the mines
are difficult to detect, since they were made primarily from plastic. Many of the existing minefield
maps and records are unreliable, many minefields have not been mapped, and some areas have
been mined and re-mined by both sides, in patterns which make subsequent detection difficult.
Clearing all the mines will take years, probably decades, and will be very costly. In addition,
considerable quantity of unexploded ordnance (perhaps as much as ten percent of all bombs)
remains along the former confrontation lines. All references in the text to mine clearing also apply
to ordnance disposal programs.

31. Priority is being given to mine clearing in support of infrastructure reconstruction needs,
but the exercise is unlikely to cover all the priority sites. Until recently all de-mined areas were
cleared to military, rather than civilian (humanitarian) standards and will require verification.
Despite the efforts to date, the majority of mines have not yet been cleared and a major effort to
complete clearing is now required.

32. In all the areas where there have been hostilities, particularly where there has not been
continual presence of civilians, there is a risk of mines and unexploded ordnance. The return of
displaced people and refugees, which is anticipated to gather momentum in the spring and summer
of 1997 lends added urgency to the problem. The presence of mines within towns as well as in
agricultural areas is cause for concern. In addition, no reconstruction of major infrastructure can
take place until their sites have been cleared of mines. The economic costs imposed by the delays in
the reconstruction and recovery program thus make the need for mine clearing urgent.

33. Until recently, most mine clearing in Croatia was conducted by the army, with assistance
from local special defense forces. However, the Government of Croatia has recognized that mine
clearing for economic reconstruction and other civilian purposes should be conducted by civilian,
rather than military, organizations. In March 1996, Parliament approved the Act on Clearing of
Mines. Among other things, the Law provides for a state mine clearing company (MUNGOS)
under the MOI.

34. In a plan prepared in January 1996 by the MOI and the Ministry of Reconstruction and
Development, the Government of Croatia described the proposed national mine clearing program.
The program summarizes the Govemment plans to establish a national mine clearing capability.
The program also sets out in general terms the proposed training of mine clearing staff and the
deployment of trained groups of mine clearers. The plan also identified clear priorities for mine
clearing. They are: facilities needed for economic reconstruction, power lines, rail and road
networks, public buildings, residential housing, and agricultural areas.
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Objectives and Design

35. The objectives of the proposed program in mine clearing is to: (1) clear landmines in the
Project areas and (2) clear mines in other high priority areas needed for economic reconstruction.
The program will ensure rapid and efficient clearing of the areas for the investments in the
transport component and will provide a base for full development of the national capacity for mine
clearing. In preparing the mine clearing component of the Project, the Bank has been in close
coordination with the UN agencies directly involved in mine clearing, including the UN MAC in
Zagreb and the Department of Humanitarian Affairs in New York.

Description

36. The investments will cover: mines in areas of high priority for economic reconstruction
(with first priority to Project areas,) quality assurance checking of cleared areas, initial screening
based on mine maps, surveys to estimate the probability of areas being contaminated by mines, and
technical assistance, including training for mine clearers, instructors, and possibly dogs, where
such dogs are trained to identify the location of mines.

Estimated Costs and Financing Plan

37. The estimated costs and the financing plan are given below.

(USS millions)

Government of Bank Loan Total
Croatia

Mine clearing 2.5 16.3 18.8
QA, mine screening, surveys, training 1.5 13.7 15.2
Total 300 340

Implementation

38. Implementation of the Mine Clearing program will be done through the MOI, which has
established a PU for the component. The mine clearing work will be completed by contractors
selected through a competitive process (i.e. ICB.) Possible bidders could include the state mine
clearing company (MUNGOS,) foreign mine clearing companies and joint ventures between
qualified foreign and domestic enterprises. The MOI will let contracts and evaluate bids.

39. In addition, a specialized Quality Assurance Unit has been established in the Ministry.
Assisting the QA Unit will be representatives of the United Nations Mine Action Center (MAC) or
other internationally recognized technical experts, who will provide technical and implementation
advice to the QA Unit. (Draft terms of reference are included in Attachment 5.) The QA Unit will
set the standards to be met -- generally 99.6 percent of all mines -- and will review the standard
operating procedures of the contractors. In addition, the QA Unit will be responsible for conducting
QA of areas cleared by contractors or by others, such as military forces.
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40. The Bank's experience in the mine clearing program for BiH can be applied for the
program in Croatia. In particular, the Bank's standard bidding documentation has been reviewed,
and for mnine clearing, customized to reflect the specific issues related to mine clearing contracts.
All mine clearing works will be procured using ICB (see Project Implementation Plan.)
Procurement of QA equipment will be conducted by ICB, NCB and LIB and contracts for
consultant services and other technical services will follow Bank guidelines on the hiring of
consultants. In addition, the MOI may require some technical assistance in procurement and in
administering and supervising contracts. For this, an external adviser should be hired for advice
and assistance and funded either by donors or the Ministry's budget. (Sample terms of reference
for the technical experts is included in Attachment 6.)

41. Given that civilian mine clearing is a new activity in Croatia, the Ministry of the Interior is
reviewing acceptable quality targets for mine clearing and acceptable methods of clearing and of
establishing quality assurance. The targets and acceptable methods for mine clearing and quality
assurance will be included in the tender documents for bidders. A discussion of current mine
clearing techniques -- and some of the lessons learned -- is included in Attachments 7 and 8.)
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IV. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Implementation Arrangements

42. For the World Bank Loan of DM 150.9 million for an Emergency Transport and Mine
Clearing Project, the Borrower is the Government of Croatia represented by the Ministry of
Finance. It has been agreed that the Finance Ministry will delegate implementation responsibility to
the Ministry of Maritime Affairs, Transport and Communications (MMTC) and the Ministry of
Interior (MOI.) A Project Coordinator within the Finance Ministry will be responsible only for
monitoring Project activities. Implementation of the Project (including all aspects of procurement
documentation and submission of disbursement requests) will be the responsibility of the
implementing agencies.

43. The agencies responsible for the activities to be implemented under the Project are
described below. Apart from the MOI, all agencies have demonstrated capacity to successfully
implement the Bank procurement procedures, having completed procurement for other Bank
projects. Training in Bank procurement will be made available to the MOI as needed to ensure
smooth Project implementation.

* MMTC - Within the MMTC, a Project Unit (PU) is being created. Two of the transport
agencies -- the Croatian Railways Company, the Croatian Roads Administration -- have
extensive experience with Bank procurement guidelines and have successfully implemented the
transport components of the Emergency Reconstruction Project. The Ploce Port Authority is a
new agency, but has staff experienced in Bank procurement procedures and will call on the
Roads Administration for assistance in procurement, as needed. It is expected that the Port
Authority will be able to efficiently conduct procurement for the Port investments. For
investments to be implemented under the transport component, the PU will consolidate reports
prepared by the direct implementing units and will submit disbursement requests to the Bank
for investments in the transport component.

* MOI - Implementation of the Mine Clearing Component will be conducted by the MOI,
through the PU. Clearing of areas will be awarded by contracts, with selection by a
competitive tender to be conducted by the Ministry of the Interior. The MOI will also conduct
tenders for the purchase of QA equipment and will hire consultants as needed for training etc.
Since the Ministry has little experience in Bank procurement, technical assistance will likely be
needed for procurement and initial implementation of the Project.

44. Project monitoring will be conducted by the Project Coordinator within the Finance
Ministry. The Project Coordinator was established under the Capital Markets Project and will have
also coordination responsibility for the Enterprise and Financial Sector Project and the related
Technical Assistance Project. (Under the Emergency Reconstruction Project, coordination was
provided by the Croatian Bank for Reconstruction and Development, HBOR, formerly HKBO, due
to the complexity of the Project and the large number of beneficiaries under the Emergency
Reconstruction Project.) In addition a procurement workshop will be held (in late October 1996)
with a focus on procurement of mine clearing contracts.
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45. The Project Coordinator reports directly to the Assistant Minister of Finance. The
functions of the Project Coordinator are to: ensure preparation and distribution of consolidated
periodic reports to the relevant Government agencies and financial institutions; summarize
disbursement requests submitted by the beneficiary agencies to the Bank; prepare reports required
for the interim review and prepare recommendations for the reallocation of funds among Project
components, where funds have not been committed under supplier contracts; and ensure
preparation of the Government's contribution to the Implementation Completion Report (ICR.)

46. The implementing agencies will be responsible for implementation of the parts of the
Project that include the hiring and supervision of consultants. The procurement process followed
will be in compliance with the Guidelines for the Use of Consultants by World Bank Borrowers
and by the World Bank as Executing Agency.

Procurement Arrangements

47. Due to the urgent nature of the Project, the program need to be contracted and supplied
quickly. Procurement will follow the Bank Guidelines developed for the Bosnian emergency
projects, except that ICB will be used for all contracts for works and goods over US$ 2 million
(rather than US$ 5 million as in the Bosnian program.)

48. To the extent practicable, items to be procured under the Project have been grouped into
major packages to encourage competitive bidding. Under the Project, the proposed methods of
procurement will include International Competitive Bidding (ICB) National Competitive Bidding
(NCB) Limited International Bidding (LIB) and Direct Contracting (DC.) A General Procurement
Notice (GPN) will be published in The Development Business in October 1996.
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Summary of Proposed Procurement Arrangements3

(US$ millions)

ICB NCB LIB DC Consult. Total

Works

Roads & Bridges 11.1 26.3 1.6 39.0
(8.7) (21.0) (1.2) (30.9)

Railways 20.0 4.7 24.7
(16.0) (3.7) . (19.7)

Ploce Port 12.2 4.0 16.2
(9.8) (3.2) _ (13.0)

Transport Subtotal 43.3 35.0 1.6 79.9

(34.5) (27.9) (1.2) (63.6)

Mine Clearing 19.9 19.9
(15.9) . (15.9)

Goods

Railways 0.8 2.3 3.1

(0.8) (2.3) (3.1)

Ploce Port 115 3.8 5.3

=______________ _ U (15) (38) ! (5.3)
Transport Subtotal 2.3 3.8 2.3 8.4

(2.3) (3.8) (2.3) (8.4)

Mine Clearing 4.2 3.2 6.0 13.4

. ___________________ (4.2) (3.2) (6.0) (13.4)

Consultant Services

Mine Clearing 0.7 0.7

(0.7) (0.7)

TOTAL 69.7 42.0 6.0 3.9 0.7 122.3
(56.9) (34.9) (6.0) (3.5) (0.7) (102.0)

3 ICB International Competitive Bidding

NCB National (Local) Competitive Bidding

LIB Limited International Bidding

DC Direct Contracting

Consult. Consulting Services

Note: Numbers in parentheses reflect financed amounts.
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Transport

Works

49. International Competitive Bidding (ICB) Procurement packages for civil works exceeding
the equivalent of US$ 2 million per contract will be procured through ICB. In addition, where a
procurement package includes a subcomponent where the cost of a single section (such as a road
section) is estimated to exceed US$ 1 million, the full package will be bid under ICB procedures,
even if its estimated cost is less than US$ 2 million. (The limits of $ 2 million and $ 1 million were
set for the First Highway Transport Project for Croatia and the same limits will be maintained for
the proposed Project.) For the transport component, the equivalent of US$ 43.3 million for about
six ICB packages will finance civil works.

50. All ICB packages for civil works will be prequalified. The Bank's standard
prequalification documents will be followed. In the interests of expediency, the notice inviting
contractors to apply for prequalification will be published as part of the GPN. The information in
the completed questionnaires submitted by firms will be used to carry out their general
prequalification for different levels in terms of contract values. The prequalified firms will be listed
m a registry and the registry will remain open for additions and deletions over the course of Project
implementation. The prequalification criteria will be approved by the Bank.

51. National Competitive Bidding (NCB) Packages of civil works contracts between US$ 1
million and US$ 2 million will be procured through NCB. With respect to roads and bridges, civil
works are dispersed and of small value (the equivalent of less than US$ 2 million per contract.)
Foreign bidders are unlikely to be interested because of the limited size of the contracts, the often
remote locations of the sites and the presence of competitive and strong domestic civil works
contractors.

52. Direct Contracting (DC) will be used for the repair of existing structures, using
proprietary technology and equipment. For the transport component, DC will be used to finance
pre-stressed elements of up to three partially destroyed bridges. The bridges were built using
proprietary methods and the replacement elements will use the same technology. About three
packages will be procured for transport works for a total of $1.6 million.

Goods

53. ICB will be followed for procurement packages estimated to cost more than US$ 2 million
per package. In the case of procurement of goods through ICB, eligible domestic firms will be
accorded a preference margin equal to 15 percent or the prevailing duty (for the purpose of bid
evaluation only) whichever is lower, in accordance with the Bank's Procurement Guidelines. For
the transport component, packages for goods and materials equivalent to US$ 2.3 million for one
or two packages will be procured through ICB.

54. DC will be used for proprietary items, where justified to maintain compatibility and
standardization and where the Bank agrees procurement can be made only from the original
suppliers. For the transport component, DC will be used for spare parts for rail locomotives. DC
will cover about 2 packages for an aggregate value of $ 2.3 million. DC not identified in the
procurement plan will be subject to the Bank's prior approval.
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Mine Clearing

55. Because of the urgent nature of the Project, procurement for the mine clearing program
will follow the expedited procurement procedures developed for emergency projects in BIH. Works
will cover contracts for clearing mines in specified areas. All works for mine clearing will be
procured through ICB (with no preference margin for domestic firms.)

56. Mine clearing equipment will be financed through ICB, NCB and LIB. Limited
International Bidding (LIB) that is, tendering by invitation, will be used to finance specialized
mine detection equipment, such as protective clothing, which is only available from a limited
number of suppliers worldwide. The list of LIB bidders will be based on expressions of interest
received in response to the GPN as well as other sources, including the direct experience of the
implementing agency. For goods under mine clearing component, about three packages totaling
$4.2 million will be financed through ICB, two totaling $3.2 million by NCB and about four
packages totaling $6.0 million by LIB.

57. In addition, for the mine clearing component, consulting services will be used for training,
mine surveys and mine awareness programs consisting of about four packages with an aggregate
value of $0.7 million. Consulting Services will be procured in accordance with Bank Guidelines.

Procurement Review and Use of Standard Bidding Documents

58. The Bank will conduct a prior review of procurement documentation for all ICB, LIB, DC,
for first two NCB packages, in accordance with paras. 2 and 4 of Appendix I of the Bank's
guidelines. Procurement documentation for contracts with consulting firms procured competitively
and exceeding US$ 200,000 per contact will also be subject to the Bank's prior review. For
consultants hired as individuals (rather than through companies) the prior review threshold will be
US$ 50,000. Follow up assignments will be permissible to the extent that this is indicated in the
initial terms of reference for the assignment.

59. The Bank's standard bidding documents will be used, although the period allowed for
submission of bids may be reduced to four weeks. With regard to mine clearing works, the bidding
documents prepared for the Bosnian mine clearing program will be adapted for Croatia. For the
Bosnian prograrn, a section on requirements specific to landmine clearing was added to the bidding
documents with the technical specifications. The documents have been shown to OPR, in advance
of the requirement that will come into effect under the proposed Operational Guidelines for projects
that include financing for landmine clearing. OPR has cleared the documents for the Bosnian Mine
Clearing Project.

Retroactive Financing

60. In order to accelerate the Project, the Loan will allow for retroactivc financing for up to
$17.5 million equivalent. Retroactive financing could be used for procurement within four months
prior to expected Loan signing, where such procurement followed Bank guidelines. Retroactive
financing will be used for reconstruction of the Sava River bridge at Zupanja-Orasje and repairs
and rehabilitation to the Lika rail line for amounts contracted prior to August 1, 1996.
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Disbursements/Statements of Expenditure

61. To facilitate timely Project implementation, MTTC and MOI will each establish, maintain,
and operate under conditions acceptable to tie Bank a special account in Deutsche Marks to be
held in a commercial bank, in the Central Bank, or with HBOR. The authorized allocations of the
special accounts will be limited to DM 19.3 million for the transport component's account and DM
10.4 million for the mine clearing component's account. Replenishment applications should be
submitted monthly, or more frequently as needed, and should be accompanied by reconciled bank
statements or other appropriate documentation.

62. Disbursements will be made against Statements of Expenditure for: (a) goods and works
up to US$1 million equivalent (b) consulting services up to US$200,000 equivalent; (c) individual
consultants' services up to US$50,000 and (d) all training expenditures for which detailed
documents evidencing expenditures will be reviewed by the applicable sector ministries and will be
made available for review during the annual audit and Bank supervision missions. For contracts
exceeding these limits, full documentation will be required.

Disbursement

Disbursement Categories

63. The Loan will be disbursed against Project components based on the following:

Proposed Disbursement Categories by Loan Component

Loan Amount Percent of Expenditures

(USS millions)

Works
Transport 53.4}

Mine Clearing 12.9} 80%

Goods
Transport 7.1} 100 % of foreign and local (ex-

Mine Clearing 10.1} factory cost) and 85 % of local
expenditures for other items

procured locally

Consultant Services
Mine Clearing 0.6 100%

Unallocated
Transport 11.5}

Mine Clearing - 6A41

TOTAL

Disbursement Schedule

64. Estimated disbursements are given in the table below. The completion date for the Project
is December 31, 1999 and the closing date is June 30, 2000.
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Fiscal Year 1997 1998 1999

Quarter Total 30 4Q 1Q 20 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q

Transport 72.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 4.0 3.0

Mine Clearing 30.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0

Total 102.0 2.0 4.0 8.0 11.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 4.0

Cumulative 2.0 6.0 14.0 25.0 36.0 48.0 60.0 73.0 83.0 93.0 98.0 102.0

Cumulative 2% 6% 14% 25% 35% 47% 59% 72% 81% 91% 96% 100%
as % of Total

Accounts and Audits

65. Separate and auditable Project accounts will be established by each of the implementing
agencies. The Project accounts will consist of: a record of all withdrawals with copies of
disbursement requests and supporting documentation, and a record of transactions of the special
account and the copies of the bank statements for the special account. Documentation for Project
accounts will be maintained for one year after the accounts had been audited.

66. The Project accounts will be audited at the end of the Borrower's fiscal year. The audits
will be conducted by independent auditors under terms of reference acceptable to the Bank.
Separate audit statements will be prepared for the special account and statements of expenditures.
All audit reports will be made available to the Bank no later than six months after the end of the
Borrower's fiscal year.

Reporting and Supervision

67. The MMTC and the MOI will each prepare and furnish to the Project Coordinator a
quarterly progress report showing the status of implementation of the Project in a format
acceptable to the Bank. The Project Coordinator will consolidate the information presented by the
implementing agencies and submit to the Bank a consolidated report (as well as the reports from
the individual implementing agencies.) Project implementation will incorporate maximnum
flexibility in view of the fact that the Project may need to be adapted to changing circumstances.
Implementation progress will be reviewed at the end of 12 months after effectiveness, that is just
before the mid-term of the Project. The review will assess the need for any adjustments based on
the implementation experience to date. In light of the need for expedited implementation of the
Project, supervision missions will be conducted approximately every three months after
effectiveness.
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Project Procurement Plan

Cost 4 Procurement Invitation to Contract Work/ Delivery Work/ Delivery
(US$ million) Method Bid Awards Begins Complete

Roads & Bridges

Zupanja-Orasje 3.6 ICB 11/1/96 2/1/97 4/1/97 12/31/98
Bridge

Regional bridges 3.3 ICB 11/1/96 2/1/97 4/1/97 12/31/98
Regional bridges 9.3 NCB 11/1/96 2/1/97 4/1/97 12/31/98
Regional bridges 1.4 DC 11/1/96 2/1/97 4/1/97 12/31/98
Road rehabilitation 4.0 ICB 11/1/96 2/11/97 4/1/97 12/31/98
Road rehabilitation 11.2 NCB 11/1/96 2/1/97 4/1/97 12/31/98
Access to Ploce Port 1.0 NCB 11/1/96 2/1/97 4/1/97 12/31/98
Subtotal 33.8

Railways

Skabrnje Station 0.8 NCB 11/30/96 2/1/97 3/2/97 12/1/97
Level crossings 1.9 NCB 11/30/96 2/1/97 3/1/97 3/1/98
Debeljak Tunnel 2.1 ICB 11/1/96 3/3/97 3/1/97 9/17/97
Track renewal 15.0 ICB 11/15/96 1/1/97 2/1/97 4/1/98
Spare parts 2.4 DC 1/15/97 3/15/97 5/15/97 10/1/97
Strug River Bridge 0.7 NCB 11/15/96 2/1/97 311/97 10/1/97
Sava River Bridge 0.7 NCB 11/15/96 2/1/97 3/1/97 10/11/97
Subtotal 23.6 _ _ _ _ _

Ploce Port

Pier 5 rehabilitation 10.5 ICB 1/15/97 3/15/97 5/15/97 10/1/98
Handling equipment 4.2 ICB 2/1/97 4/11/97 6/1/97 6/1/98
Miscellaneous war 1.9 NCB 3/1/97 5/1/97 7/5/97 11/1/97
damages

Pier ladder and 0.4 NCB 3/15/97 5/15/97 8/1/97 12/1/97
fendering

Pier 3 repairs 0.6 NCB 7/1/97 9/1/97 11/1/97 3/1/98
Roll-on-roll-off 1.0 NCB 2/1/97 4/1/97 6/1/97 12/1/97
terminal renewal
Subtotal 18.6

Mine Clearing

Area clearing 1.8 ICB 2/1/97 4/1/97 5/1/97 11/1/97
Area clearing 2.1 ICB 3/1/97 4/15/97 6/15/97 6/15/98
Area clearing 3.0 ICB 12/1/97 3/1/98 4/1/98 10/1/98
Area clearing 4.4 ICB 12/1/97 4/1/98 5/11/98 11/1/98
Area clearing 4.1 ICB 12/1/97 4/1/98 5/1/98 11/1/98
Purchase of QA 3.6 ICB 2/15/97 6/15/97 8/1/97 2/1/98
Equipment

Purchase of QA 2.7 NCB 2/1/97 6/1/97 8/1/97 10i1/97
Equipment

Purchase of QA 5.0 LIB 1/15/97 5/1/97 6/15/97 10/15/97
Equipment

Consulting Services 0.5 Consultants 1/15/97 3/4/97 4/4/97 4/4/98
Subtotal 27.2

TOTAL 103.2
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sI irrake indl p3yiulm±i* 4/1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ __ _ ___ _ __ _.._ _.._ _ _ _ 

I.)SX I |sk iiiiii.uIY _ ((olled UJll I l(OCieSsMOT - MnI)ishIy ol IainspoiI I3IZ - CroaIlaii Railways 4___
MOF - Minstiy O FLiance H iC - Croatian Roads PIogfess Polled Up I ask I
PPA - Ploce Port AutoIOrIy C - Conifaclor 

'-
Milestone (Ioiled Up) Milestone



Republic of Croatia
Emergency Regional Infrastruclure Prolect

Project Implementation Schedule

1997 1998 1999
ID Task Name Start Finish TJ J|As |lo°I N Io J1 T MJ J A D S 0 M N D i Jj AKJ7 J |A[S 0 o N | D t J
78 A Transport I Railways: Spare Tue 9110196 Tue 12/2197

Pans _ _ _.

79 Conract Consukaras (I Z) lue 9110196 Mon 101711J11

80 Prepare desqns anad lw1d Tue MO1819M Tue t 115/99

docurnwms (IZ) MZ

81 Tender ConlraC1s lIZ) Ef 11115/1 96 Fri 12113/96

. UHZ

82 Receive Ienes (I UZ) Wed 121181 9 Wed 12118/9G

83 Evaluate and award Moii 1113197 Fri 3114N97
comliads (IliZ) HZ

84 Consiuc works ThuV5151 Wed 101197'

85 Issue Compllim Cecate Tue 1212197 Tue 1212n9N 7

ais nje m atA payrriat 1212

86 A. Transpont I Railways: Slewig Mn99 W-e d- 10-11/9-7 _ ________________

Rivet Bridge

87 Contract CnitAants (HZ) man . Fri 114/96 z

s Prepope desoign d laid. Mon 111196 Moin 1114/96

docunwls (HZ)

89 Tendsf Conirads (HZ) Ffi 11/1195i Tue 12/117/9

Receive landas (HZ) Fti 1212M919 n 1212196.
I t ~12120 3

_________ _ ____ _ ___ . , 20
91 EvakEale and award Mon 1/b97 Mion 2MM9 :li

conlracis (HZ) [JfH

92 Consuruc works Mon 3/397 Wed 1011197 .

(Conialar) . 4'1

93 Issue Conile9n Cedtcale Wed 1011197 Wed 101197_

and maki lnal paymer- 10/1

94 A Trmnspon I Railways: Sava mon 9t9196 Wed 10111917 _

River Btidge _ .D

95 Conbac& Conisvanus (IIZ) M1,91l/3 h 1r1.41-196 iHZ

:__ ___ =__ _ _-__ __JH _ = __ ___:_._.___ -- ._----------_-------:=-Q

Task st--imill -- | Rolled Up PILo)reSS (D
MOT - Minisity of Transport HZ - Croatian Railways U_ _u s
MOF - Minisiry of Finance HC - Croatian Roads Progress Rollud Up t ask Ln
PP'A - Ploce Poil Aulhorily C - Conlrfaclor wh

Milestoie * Rolli'( Up Milcslonie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __ _ ._ .... ._ _ _ _ _. _ _ _. _. _ _ _ ___ N )



Republic of Croatia
Emilergency Regional Inlrastruclure Project

Project Iniplemnentation Schedule

_11997 - -1998 1999
ID Task Name Start Finish J AS N D J J A SO|N | F MA rM j J ON J F
96 Prepare desgns ancd lender Mon I1/7/96 Mon 1114/96

aoc.rinienis (HZ) ' z

97 Tendter Conuacts (HZ) Fri 11/15/96 Tue 12117/96
_ . _ , - 3|~~~~HZ

98 Receiwe lenders (HZ) Fri 12/20196 Fri 12120196
12/20

99 tcEak&ate and award Lion 1/9r17 Moii 213/97
COmicaCis (liz)

100 Cuiuclworlrts Mr 3/3/9/ Wed i01r 9l
(Conuraclor)

101 issue Coipioeimn Cenriiate Wed 1011917 Wed 10/i/Il1
arid hO,le iziii payniereu _ _

102 A. TrasisponI Ploce Por. Pier S Thiu 11/7196 Fri 10/2/98 _
Rebblijbhgarioim

103 ConutaCl Co1sriIanls (PPA TIhu 11/77/96 lu 12/s5/P
________ Li ~~~~~~~PPA

104 Prepare designs and tender Fir 1216/96 Tue 1171'7
aDOcuiides (PPA) PPA

105 Tender Conr3acts (PPA) Thu 1/16/97 Wed 2/12197

106 Rece,e lenders (PPA) Fir 2/14/97 F/i 2/14/97

107 E aluale and award Tue 2/11897 Mon 3111/97 -P__cO-W&CIS tPPAi PP

108 Consilucl waks Thu 5115/97 Frio 102/9 -9
(Conuraos) . 1 .

109 issue CormpWlelonCelrilOale Fir 10/2/96 Fis ioM *Darid nma8 Nial paymeni 10/2
110 A. Tlansport / Ploce Port: Fr 11/1/96 Moui 611198 :____

Handling Equipmernl ______ _t

111 ConliacoConstaras (PPA) Fri 11/1/13 ffi 12/6/96 P-7 PP F-PPA

112 Prepare designs and lender Wed 12/11196 Moui 1/20/97 
:J;i.docu.rienls (PPA) -- PA t

__________ __ ._ . I113 Tender ConuaCIs (PPA) Mot 2/319/ MWm 3/3/97 |IPPA

:~~~~~~~~~__ _~ ~ .- =_______= ------ =:.--:==__ O

_i lits L | ~ atrli/I/I/ll l~Ilrrle I ,,,, I wiqn:ss (DMO1 Miniisliy of Tlailspoll I IZ - Cioaliaui lijilways ______ i'

MOF - Ministry of Finance HC - Croatian Roads Progress Rolled Up Task
PPA - Ploce Pon Authority C - Contraclor 0

Milestone Rolled Up Milesione w



Re~publi)c of L Odlall

L uelretgncy Re(gional Infiastrtictiiue Piojecl
Prolect Impleinenitatlon Schedule

1997 1998 1999
ID Task Name Start Finish JASO ;|°|N|D A j|F|MJ i A|S|OND JF MAMqJj JA S |°NDJ F

114 Rece.ve Tenders IPPA) Mon 3/3/97 Mon 3/3/97

115 Evaluale and awards Tue 3/4/97 Tue 4/1/97
c _uacis PPA) __PPA-

116 conslucl works Mon 612/97 Mon 6/1/M9

117 Issue Comppleton Cendicati Mo.i 611/98 Mun 6/1/9_
and inake Imal paymen _n 611

118 A TransporIRoads Budges: Mon 11 1W96 Fr I0/311197
Miscellaneous War Damages *

119 Conuac Consu.hanrs ll IC) Mon 11/18191i Tlk 1/2/97
13HC

120 Prepare designs and lender fri 1/3/97 Wed 2/26/91
doCUllenis It IC)HC

121 I endx coliacis (lIc) Muu 31UJ(-i I I1-4/w9

122 Receive logido(s IC) I... IIW9/ u161 41W91_

123 EvauaLe and awaid Wed 4/997 I n91/97
cooilaas (tic) HO

124 Conslud works Mot 1/7/97 Ff. IO/31/97 -
jConuaclor)

125 Issue comnplelron certcale Ff 10/31/97 ri 10/331.9/
and maie hnal paynele_ 10131

126 A Transporl / Roads £ Bridges: Mon 12/2i96 Mon 1211197
Pic# Ladder arid Fenderig _.g

127 Conirad Consulans (HCI) Mon 12/2/96 Tue 12/31/96 r- / (D

128 Prepara designs and lender Wed 1/22/97 Wed 2/19/9 
dorcurnenms (IHc) H

129 Tender contrats (1-1C) Mon 3/1797 Thu 4111I

130 Recewe lenders HET | Th. 4110/97 ITh. 4/10/97 4
ID

131 Evaluale and av,aud Fi. 114/lr I4 1 ,'1 1*7 

I astx [ _______ 1:/lliliiiy VV <ulIC(lcd lioJgwISS 
MOT- MInIstry of Tlanspolt liZ - Cioaliani Railways _ _ _ __ 

MOF - MInistry of FInanice HC - Croatiall Roads Plogless Nlulk*rl uI) I a 
PPA Ploce Poit Authority C - Contractor 0.

_ ___ Mltesto)lle * lxuiit!i Li )p M)lLe,t)I)e *



Republic ul Coaltia
[IEmiqeig cy Regional Ihifasifuctiire Projeci

l'oulec lmiplenietlalmomu !SClWeduIU

_ 19978199811999
ID TaSk Name Start Finish A S 1 6] JN I J F F A [JJ I_1A S 0 1N D J |F1 A [ | JI LAI OI N D J IF

132 Constuct wortks f r 8/1/97 Mun 12/1/97
mConuaciof) . 1

133 Issue Comnpletion Ceflircale M.n 12/1/97 Mon 12/1/97
an. rmale tur)l payirenio 12/1

1 34 A Transport I Place Port: Pier 3 Tllu 2/27/97 Tue 313198
Repaurs

135 Contract Consultants (PPA) Thu 2/27197 Thu 4/24/97 I

i rvl '~~~f PAI
136 Prepare designs and tender Mon 5/5/97 Ftr 6/13/997

docuiments (PPA)

137 Tender Conlracts (PPA) Tue 7/1197 Wed 8/6/97

. X1 -l~~~~PPA

138 Receive Tenders (PPA) Illu 8/7/97 TIll 8/7/79
__ _ *1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8/7 

139 Evaluate and awards Fr. 8/8/97 Wed 9r3/97 A
contracts (PPA) L PPA

140 Construcl wohr's Mou, 1 1/3/97 Tue 3/3/98
(CoriSadorl)

141 Issue Coriplelion Cerfidicale Tuce 3/3f'98 Tue 3v3/9o1
aoid rolak Irral payfier it 3/3

142 A. Traisport I Roll-on-toll oi Muir 11/V496 Moa 12/15/97
Te,inirrla Renewal _

143 Conuact Consultans (PPA) Mun 11/4/96 Mor 121919G

Li PPA

144 Prepare desrgns andletnder Tue 12/10196 Fi 11/17/9/
docur,nenis IPPA) L PA

145 tender Contracts (PPA) Mon 2/3/97 Mon 3U3/97 (D
. ( I~~~~~~PPA r)

146 Receive Tenders (PPA) Mull 3/3/97 Muir U3,97 * |'3i + ~~~~~3/3I 
147 Evaluate afnd awards Tue 3/4/97 Tue 411/97 :Iil1

Contitacts (PPA) U PPA

148 Consuuctworhrs Mun-l 2/97 Mon 12/1/97
(Contactor) rD

1 4 9 Issue Comrpleiau Cemribcaie Moii 12/tW,97 Mull 12/15/97 A
are] nle lmlp i Jralt il __ ____* 1 2/15

I ask SlI In mt y l_Ullud Up i'lnyless
MOT - Ministry of Transpoft HZ - Croatian Railways _ _

MOF - Ministry of Firsance HC - Croatian Roads Progress Rolled Up Task r
0PPA - Ploce Port Authority C - Contractor

Milestone Rolled Up Mileslone w



Republic of Cioalia

Emergency Regionlal Inirastructure Project

Piolectn Implemenlation Schedule

11997 11998 1999
ID Task Name Start Finishi J [ JLA s LO 1N D | JFM|Ai J -JIA I S°T-TQl JI f LArMr-jJI-AjI S0 i i TN7

150 A Tanispo.f / Mine Cleatin 9 . Mon 11125196 Mo. 11/1/97

Area CleaIi . _

151 Canltiact Consulaints (PPA) Mon 1 iI5rJ6 Mo. 12/23/98 . - A

152 Piepa.e designs and ienidf,1 Fii V-1/91 Fi 1131.91
cocrrinenis (PPA) [ PPA

153 Tendei Conlracli (PPA) Mon 2/3/97 MoLn 31319? A

154 Receive Te dels (PPA) Mo, 3/319r Mani 3/3/97

155 Evalale and a.aiads ihn 3/6/91 Tue 4/1/97 9
curaiU.1cts tPPA) lP FA

156 ConsiMCi wotks Inhn 1/1/9 Mom 11/3/97
(Conlaclot)

157 Issie Cornpieion Ceijiicale Mon 1 /1:/9? MooI 11/3197

d-ld nike Nial paymeit* 11/3

158 A Tralnspor I Mine Clearing. Mo,, 11/25/96 Mon 6/15/98
Area cl/aring

159 Coninail Consollanis (PPA) Mo. i /25/98 Mon 12/23/96

; L Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PA

160 Prepare des.gi/s and lender F7i 1/3197 Flr 1/31/97
clacoments (PPA) I PF

161 1o-mdel Coriracis IPPA) Mon 3/3/97 Wed 3/26191
PPA

162 Rece..e lenders (PPA) I hu 3127/97 Thu 312//97
3/27

.~ ~ _ _ _ __ _ __*-2 H
163 E valaie and awaids Moni 3/31/97 f I V418/97 1-' CD

conulracs () P )PA 

164 Conws/cl wOfks Mon 6116197 Mon 6/198 5 ___* -1
(Conilaclor) PAPE n

165 Issue Cornplelion Cerltfcate Man 6/19598 MoG, 6/1 S/'J8 -
and make final payilien_ 6/15

166 A Transport Minie Clearing Tue 9/30/97 Th. 1011/98
Area Clearing .

167 Con/raci consulanis (PPA) T- 9/30197 1 ue 101281.Ji [
U PPA 

_ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~ U_ _____._____ ___ _
I O l l I.ll/ _I Rulled Up Ployresr

MOT - Millisily of liaispoll iZ - Cloalian RL/ilways _-_

NMOF - Ministry of Finance I IC - Cloatian Roads Plogire9 sc RIllec IJp) I ask
PPA - Ploce Poai Aullioiily C - Conltraclor

Milestoile Rolled Up Mileslol.e .



Republic of Croatia
ti mergency Regional Infraslrtrcture Project

Protect Itipleenetltation Sclhedule

_ _ _ _ | ~~~~~~~~~~~~~1997 |1998 |1999 
ID Task Name Start Finish fT61A q[S][:jNID ~lEMiNCML0 JjSiLAn4p s F
168 Prepare designs an1d lender Wed 10129197 Tue 11/25/97 1i P

documenis (PPA) N 'i

169 Tender Conriacis (PPA) Mon 12/1/97 Wed 117/99

170 Receive Tenders (PPA) Wed 117,98 Wed 1/7/98 41177

171 Evaluate and awards Mu. 1112r/ Mon :11258
codiiia"is (PPA) [ P

172 Constiuci wotks Wed 411/98 Tru Io101/98 : , 

(Contractor)

173 issue Completion Celtidcale Thu 1011/98 Thu 10/1/98
and make irnar payrlenl _ 10/1

174 A. TranspoalIMineCleararg: Tuu e9rt397 Mon 11/2198 _ _

Area COearing

175 Corllraci Consuila,ts (PPA) Tue 9/30197 Tue 10128/97
PPA

1 76 Prepars designs and lenider Wed 1019/9 toe 1 1(25/97
docunertis (PPA) __ _ __

177 Tendei Conuracis (PPA) Muor 12/1/97 Wed 1114198 PPA

178 Receive Tendeis (PPA) Tle 1120/98 oe 1120/98

179 Evauate and awaids Thi 2112/98 Wed 411199
conilacts (PPA) _

180 Constuct w:oks Fi5/ll9H | Mon 1112/98 , : -
(Conlraclof) :I1

181 issue compteton cefriicale Mont 1I12ni Mon 211/298 1
and make tWiat payment _1 2

182 A Transporl I Mine Clearing: T.e.923197 T.e 11/3/98 _ _ tH
Area Clearing _ 

183 Conirac Consutants (PPA) I o 9123/97 Toe 1012119/ [j PPA

184 Prepare desgs and tender Wed 10122197 Tue 11/18/97 :2
documents (PPA) PA

185 Tender Cantracis (PPA) Moo 1211N7l W.d 1/1r 'F-1
PPA

M() - Miluistly of Iiagispuill lI - Cloiltall Hallways I (P-.__ - _- Oli l

MOF - Ministry of Finance HC - Croatian Roads PCogress Rolled Up Tnsk
PPA - Ploce Port Authority C - Contiactor 0

Milestone *Mtted Up Milestone



Republic of Croalia
Emilergency Regional linfrastructure Project

Prolect Implenienlalion Sclhedule

11997 1998 1999
ID Task Name Start Finish J S O N D J F M AM J JASONDJFMAMJ JASONDJ

186 Recerwe Tenders (PPA) Wed 117198 Wed 11WM98

187 Evakrate and awards Thu 211/98 Wed 41l1.
conrras (PPA) I-P

188 C nsuuct worirs Fri 511/98 Tue 11398.
lconiacto) _'

189 Issue Completion Cenicate Tue I Is98 Tue 1113198i
and ,nake l-naI payment 1113

190 A Transport n Mine Claring: Mon 11125196 Mon 212/98
Purchase ol GA Equipmenti

191 oirdraci Con"ss*ar1s (PPA) Mon 1112519G liu 11297:

1-lPPA

192 Prepare designs and lende Fri Ir397 Ft, 1131/97
docu elenis IPPA) PA

193 Tender Conlracts IPPA) Tue 21I197 Mun 3124197 +1
. u ~~PPA

194 Receive eIndL s (PPA) w.l 412N7 W.d 412 4 P.

195 Evaluale and awards Fr, 4118/97 Thu 6112/97

196 Construct wors F W11I97 Mon 212N-8Ti

197 Issue Competion ceflicale Mo n 212198 Mon 212198 .
and make Inalpaymen* 2/2

198 A TransponiMineClearing: Allon 1212196 Sal 1014197 _ _
Purchase of OA Equipmxent |_

199 Conract Consultants (PPA) Mon 1212196 Tue 1213U196 r-, n
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Li] ~~~PPA 

200 Prepaie designs arnd tender Thu 1/2197 Thu 1130197
documents IPPA) PPA 

201 Tender Conrrads (PPA) Fri 1131197 Fri 3114197 .
PPA

202 Receive Tenders (PPA) Thu W3197 Thu 413197

203 Evaluale dnd awards riLO 5G3W Moui 621797 .*
_inihils (PPA) A _____________

MO]- Miiisliy oI Tof tansi)oI I IZ - CrriaIlin ailways Iai Ul iy _li ___ _ .

MOF - MinisIry of Flilahice IiC - Cioaiaii lRoaIs Progiess lTolk(I IJIp I.--k
IPPA - Ploce Poit Aulliofily C - Coiiliaclur

Milesloiie Rolled Lip Mikist loe



Republic ol Croatia
Emergency Regional Inlrastruclure Pfoleci

Project Implemenlalion Schedule

1997 1998 11999
ID Task Name Start Finis;511 KTI JIFIMIA71IJ JASON ID SO 1 F|

204 ConsucL works Fir 8/1)97 Wed 10/1197

205 Issue Compeleon Cerdifcale Sal 1014/91 Sal 1014/97 1
and malke ttf pay nent 1014

206 A Mince Clearing Puicsase of Tue 11112196 Mon 2)198 _
CIA EquiPmentfl_ _ _ _ 

207 Coniracl Consulanls (PPA) Tue 11j12196 Tle 12110t96 ; m
__________ ___ W1~~~~~~PPA

208 Prepare designs and tende( Ff 12/13196 Tue 1/14/97 -
cac.1nents (PPA) _tPPA

209 Tender Conlacis (PPA) Tru 111rilg Tue 21259?7 PPA

210 Receive Tenders (PPA) Mim 3/139? Mon 313/97

211 Evaae and awards Wed 3/uI .97 Wed 4/30/91 '9-
conli ads 'PP) L] |PPA

212 Consimicruv"ks Mon il61197 Wed 10/15197
(Colraid) ;r . - --

213 Isue Cornp4etion Crliicale Mon 212n9 Moi 212198
ad rame ieial payrrsem_ 

212

214 A. inc Claring Conaulingt Tue 11/12)96 Fti4198 4131_
5urveyy 

215 ConLrac -ConsutalW-s(PPA) Tue 11/12/96 Tue 12/ltv96

216 Prepare designs and lencder Ffi 12/13/96 Tue 1)14/97 PPA
docunmrs (PPA1 1PPA

217 Tender Conlraas (PPA) Tlvu 1/16197 Mon 2Yltl/9
~,PPA r

218 RRceye lrnides (PPA) Tue 2)11/97 Tue 2/11197 211n

219 Evakuae and awards Wed 2112,97 Wed 3/5197

conLracls (PPA) jpq
220 CConst uca works FrI 414t37 Fi 4/3/98

(ConruaclorI ':"D'

221 Issue Compielson Ceriilcale Fda 4)3/98 Fli 4t3t9H
zua inaku leut paylIetill

_________ __ __ _ _ __ _ ___ ___ . . _ __ __ _ __ _ _ ._ _ _ __- J0. __ _ . _ __ . __ __ _ __ __ . __ . ____ _ _ _ _ __ 19lask _ I i,logress rDMOT - Minisiry ul Tiansporl liZ - Croallan Ralilways - _ -

MOF - Mlnisiry ol Finance HC - Croalian Roads Progiess Rolled Up Task N)
PPA - Ploce Por1 Autlhoily C - Contactlor 0

Milestolie * Rolled Up Milestone '.'
__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ N)--- 



Attachment I Page 1 of 2

MEEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

for mutual reconstruction of transport connections between
the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina

GIIN-G PRIORITY to rehabilitation of the national transport infrastructure and in
connection With this the transport connections between the Republic of Croatia and
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina;

WITH INTENTION to establish normal flow of people, goods and services in
reconstruction and development of economy of the Republic of Croatia and the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as the traffic between them;

NVISHING the continuous entire cooperation as well as the incresed individual and
mutual economical effect;

-WITH THEE BEST VTILL A-ND FAITH that the further development of mutual
bilateral state relations and connections is of the individual, common and regional
interes.;

The Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzecoovina
irrevocably, unconditionallv and with pleasure state as follows

I

[ndispensable and undeferrable need is expressed for mutual coordination of plans
and programs for reconstruction of infrastructure in the places where the trafflc
svstems of the two countries are connected, as well as the need for cooridnation of the
strategic traffic lines which are in function of connecting the two countries as well as
corLnecting with the third countries.

Li

The Republic of Croatia and the Repunlic of Bosnia and Herzegovina undertake to
appear mutally before the international financing institutions regarding the projects
which are established as the first priorities according to the clause L.
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[II

The urgent need is established for reconstruction of the demolished road bridge over
river Sava, located on the main road M 18, between Zupanja in the Republic of
Croatia and Orasje in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Iv

Expenses for rehabilitation and reconstruction of the bridge mentioned in clause II of
this Memorandum will be borne by both sides in proportion 50: 50 °'o.

V

Conditions, procedure, rights, obligations, relations and terrns of rehabilitation and
reconstructions for the above mentioned bridge will be established by the separate
ageement.

With the objective of the preparation works and implementation of the rehabilitation
and reconstruction of the bridge mentioned in clause III of this Memorandum, the
signatories will establish a mutual mixed body for which each side will nominate
equal number of representatives wvithin seven (7) days counting from the dav of
signing of this MIemorandum.

In Sarajevo, March 14, 1996

FOR THE GOVERNMENT FOR THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE REPU,BLIC OF CROATLA OF THE REPUBLIC OF
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVViA
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RESOLUTION PURSUANT TO THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTAND[NG

Pur-suant to point V7 of thli tMwfmorandu_rn of Underst-andiag on
Joint Rconstrucction of Tr_affic Links between the Republic of
Crcatia and the Republic o-f Bosnia and Her=e-gvina dated March
14, 1995,

R E S C L 0 T I 0 N

I

Fallowing ofEficials ar-e appointed int-o the joint b-ody for
renewal aad Co~nstruction of -the destroyed bridge over the Sava
river, situated om the major ro-ad M1.8 between 2,ap-a-ja in the
Republic o-f Croatia and 0ratje in Bosnia and Herzegovina:

1. From Brcsnia and He=r-egovina:
- Pavo Boban
- Kemnal Kark~in
- JcZo Kzi-ivid and
- Azif Dilberovic

2. From thLe Republic of Croatia:
- Iv:aa Legac, ?h. D.
- Aleksanda= Caklovid
- Bc-tidar San!:ini, Ph. D.

-vninur Na-Y.

The objecti-ve of the intergovernLmental joint body is
preparation and. realization of constr-ctian. of the
afoar em e.n oned bridge, in -art,icular:

-ir.ication, pro-posals, implemenitation oa bridge
reconstr-uction operatiornal policy;

-supervision ov-er solicitinig flor intez-rnation-al tenders
for selection of executor of works;

-supervision. over implementationi of the con-tract on
realization of works;

- harmionization of the two countries' interiests;
- coordination of contacts with. IBRD, other financial

institutions, consultants and works executors;
- determin-ing of bearer- of the bridge reconstruction

realization and
- other acti-vities required for bridge rernewal,

construction, use and management.

In. case of any di-spute that might occur ini exerting
responsilzilities of the intergovernmental joint body, both states
agreed to accept the final solution to be reached by the Miaister
of Foreign Trade and International Communications of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Minister of Maritime Affairs,
Transpor: and Communications of the Republic of Croatia.
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Iv

Head and Deputy Head of the Joint body shall be appointed
by May 10, 1996 at the latest, while the decision on appointing
the bearer of bridge reconstruction realiZation, as well as all
other decisions of operational nature required for urgent
realization of the project shall be passed during the
constituting session.

Place and time of the Joint Body constituting session shall
be determined by mutual agreement of Mr. Pava Boban and Mr. Ivan
Legac, Ph. D.

V

This Resolution shall be distributed to all members of the
Intergovernmental Joint Body and to the World Bank (IBRD).

Zagreb, April 29, 1996

For Bosnia aad Herzegovina: For the Republic of Croatia:

Minister pf Foreign Trade Minister of Maritime Affairs,
sad Inter ational Communications Trans and Communications

(Neven T id, B. Ecc.) (2eljko Luzavec, B. Eng.)
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Unofficial Translation

PLOCE AGREEMENT

Pursuant to mutual interest in developing comprehensive bilateral cooperation on an equal and mutually-beneficial basis, the
Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Government of the Republic of Croatia. intending to advance the "gcod-neightoore relations
between the two countries. strengthen friendship, understanding and trust. peace and stability. with complete respect for political independence.
sovereignty, territorial integrity for each of the countries on the basis of the Agreement between the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(heretofore . the Federation) and the Republic of Croatia (heretofore. Croatia) secures the Federation access to the Adriatic through the territory
of the Republic of Croatia. Therefore. in the spirit of implementing the Washington and Dayton Accords. the following has been reached

A CONTRACT

REGARDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT
PROVIDING THE FEDERATION OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA WITH ACCESS

TO THE ADRIATIC THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CRC ATIA

Articie 1 (Ploce Agreement)

The Republic of Croatia. by providing the unrestricted and safe traffic of goods. by land, river and air, to and fi .m the Federation.
through the territory of the Republic of Croatia. makes possible the flow of all goods through the existing customs zone in na Port of Ploce
(heretofore. Port of Ploce).

Goods passing through thre Port of Ploce into and frorn the Federation, are considered goods in a duty- free z:re s2atus and. as
such. are not subject to customs nor other fees nor taxes by the Republic of Croatia. require no cus:oms declarations. nor eviderces of customs
records, nor, based upon the above. any payment of fees.

As mentioned in the first oaragraph of this article. customs authorities for the Republic of Croatia are to receivr4 E c:r;tatioris of
goods

Articie 2

In the Port of Ploce. the goods as described in Article 1 of this Contract. may be loaded, unloaded, transferre~ stcrec. recrganized,
dried. sorted. packaged. repackaged and labeled.

Article 3

Storage of goods is not subject to time limitation

Article 4

The Port of Ploce will be open for traffic of all goods for Federation needs. regardless of nature. quantity. cou .y origin.
excluding those goods whose trafficking is prohibited by international trade.

Limiting traffic of goods is also founded when required for protecting public law and order and the security ot rhe Republic of
Croatia.

Article 5

The port fees for the Port of Ploce regarding compensations and services rendered for these Article 1 Feder .ic,n goods. cannot be
less favorable than existing fees in large Croatian ports. nor fees in similar foreign ports.

Article 6

Necessary port objects in the Port of Place will be built and remodeled in accordance with the Port of PF)ce, area urban
development regulations, taking into consideration traffic needs and zoning needs.
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Article 7

In impiementing this Contract, the Republic of Croatia is obliged to apply the decrees of the 1924 Convention and Statute on
International Sea Ports Regime.

Article 8

Federation goods. vessels and land transit vehicles enjoy all benefits under the 1965 Convention on Transit of Landlocked
Countries.

Article 9

The republic of Croatia is required to maintain land trans;t routes (roads and rail) from the Port of Ploce to the ooint where it enters
Federation territory.

The parties of the Contractwill agree on common participation in financing by separate Contract.

Article 10

For the needs of Federation. the Republic of Croatia will provice unharmed passage to and from the Port of oce:
- to ships and boats in the coastal waters of the Republic of Croatia (i e. territorial waters and '-rnal waterways in

accordance with the 'UN Convention on Sea Rights from 1982)

- to the ships or barges along the Neretva river and to trains from the Port of Ploce and from -.e Federation territory
to the Port of Ploce.

The Republic of Croatia will not discriminate against Federaticn ships nor other vessels in the Port of Ploce rea. regardless of
ownership or country of origin

Article 1 1

In case of natural disasters, war or threat of war affecting either the Federation or the Repubhic of Croatia. th; :. tods shipped to or
from the Feceration. or. to or from the Republic of Croatia will have preference in shipping and handling, regardless of th . aconomic and
technical conditions of shipment.

Article 12

As access to and from the Port of Ploce. the Federaticns enjoys the right to free and unrestricted railway tran :i across Republic of
Croatia territory.

Article 13

Freedom of transit refers to the transit of goods, baggage and modes of transportation throughout the territory of the Republic of
Croatia as described in the preceding article, when said transit though the territory represents only a portion of complete travel which begins or
ends in the Federation. to include (or not) the reloading. storage, change- of - load purpose or change of traffic mode within the Port of Ploce.

The change-of- load purpose in the Port of Ploce. in thie sense of its assembly. disassembly or reassembly does not exclude that
load from the freedom of transit.
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Article 14

There will be no discrimination against origin. affiliation. entry. exit nor destination. ownership of goods nor ownership of land
vehicles nor other vehicles. place of registration nor state origin.

Article 1 5

Transit. as described in this Contract is relieved of any customs. taxes or other fees for modes of transportation and goods. except
for compensations prescribed for use of rail, air and road commutes which will be established in a separate Annex to this Contract and which
cannot be higher than the ones charged for those transportation modes registered in Croatia.

The Federation and the Republic of Croatia are required to use simplified documentation and expeditious mor":ods regarding traffic
and other administrative works with respect to transit

Article 16

The Republic of Croatia will not initiate measures to obstruct nor hinder free and unobstructed traffic in transil

The Federation and the Republic of Croatia will, at the request of one ot;he parties of this Contract, take part in talks to ?dopt measures which
will ensure and simplify this transit. Towards that end. measures will be considered with regard to traffic infrastructure im; i.vements which will
be utilized for transit through the territory of the Republic of Croatia. especially such towards the improvement of roads be. veen the Port of
Ploce and the border of Bosnia and Herzegovina: to the point where that roadway enters the area of the Federation Ther, lore. the Republic of
Croatia ard the Federation. as necessary. will have common representation before international bodies to establish traffi< nfrastructure
prerequisites for unobstructed access to the Port of Ploce to and from Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Arimcle 17

The parties to the Contract will agree upon necessary measures so that goods and transit vehicles, which fre, :y travel through the
area of the Republic cf Croatia. are, in fact. in transit.

Until such time as special roadways are built from the customs zone of the Port of Ploce to the border of Bo . Herzegovina. to the
point where that roadway enters the Federation and vice versa, transit vehicular traffic on currently-existing roads will be.. Lintained under the
supervision of Croatian police.

Condit;ons for road vehicular transit as described in the previous paragraph will be regulated by separate An e.x to this Contract.

Article 1 8

As for persons and goods directed towards traffic in the Port of Ploce. Bosnia and Herzegovina is required trc ensure that such
traffic flows in accordance with international laws. Bosnia and Herzegovina is responsible for all failures and harmful cons:quences which are
the result of violation or failure to meet the norms of international law

Article 19

Free transit on the Neretva River. in terms of this Contract relates to those transit goods. baggage. ships and barges which do not
sail into the Port of Ploce, as well as those ships and barges which sail to the Port of Ploce in transit.
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Article 20
Railroad traffic through the territory of the Republic of Croatia will be conducted according to the established schedule of passenger

and freight traffic.

Article 21

The parties will attempt to resolve disputes regarding the interpretation and implementation of this Contract, by mutual agreemenL

If such agreement is not achieved within a period of one month from the time one of the governments has made written request, the
dispute will be presented to an Arbitration Committee. It will comprise of three members and will be established ad hoc.

Each party will appoint one of the members of the Arbitration Committee. and, the third member. who will preside over the Committee.
will be appointed by mutual agreement.

In case the necessary appointments are not completed within a period of one month from the time one of the sic us had appointed its
arbiter and. in doing so. has notified the other side. the appointment can be made, upon request from one of the sides. by he Committee for
Cooperaton of Bosnia and Herzegovina/Federation of BiH and the Republic of Croatia.

Article 22

This Contract is reached until the conclusion of a contractwhich will, in the soirit of Washington and Dayton agre.-ments. permanently
regulate the access of ,he Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Adriatic through the territory of the Republic of Croatia.

Article 24

This Contract becomes effeive 30 days after the receipt of final notificauzon by which the parties, through diplomatic channels. notify
each other about the fulfillment of all the conditions required by national legislation for making this contract effective. It wil: se applied
temporarily from the day of its signing.

This Contract will be effective as long as the Contract Regarding the Implementation of Agreement between the ':ederation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and the Republic of Croatia. securing Croatia's passage through the Federation territory. remains in effe :.

Drafted in Zagreb on May 11th . 1996. in two original texts. in the Bosnian and the Croatian languages, both of which are equally
credible.

FOR BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA
(SIGNATURE) (SIGNATURE)

Prime Minister Muratovic Prime Minister Matesa
FOR THE FEDERATION OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

(SIGNATURE)
Prime Minister Kapetanovic
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NEUM AGREEMENT

Pursuant to mutual interest in developing comprehensive bilateral cooperation on an equal and mutuaily-beneficial basis, the
Government of the Republic ot Croatia and the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. intending so advance the "good-
neighbor" relations between the two countries, strengthen friendship. understanding and trust. peace and stability, wit. complete respect for
political independence. sovereignty. territorial integrity for each of the countries on the basis of the Agreement between the Federation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (heretofore, the Federation) and the Republic of Croatia (heretofore. Croatia) secures Croatia's passa,e through the territory
of the Federation. Therefore, in the spirit of implementing the Washington and Dayton Accords. the following has been reached:

A CONTRACT

OF AGREEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA AND THE FEDERATION OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA. SECURING

CROATIA'S PASSAGE THROUGH THE TERRITORY OF THE FEDERATION
(Neum Agreement)

Article 1.

Bosnia and Herzegovina provides for the unobstructed passage to and from Croata by road through the Neum Municipality (road
no. E65) between the east and west borders of the Neum Municipality and Croatia for ground-transit vehicles whicn transport goods and
passengers.

Artic!e 2.

The road between the eastern and western border of the Neum Municipality with Croat!a is a part of Fecaration territory and is
subject to its sovereignty.

Unless otherwise stated in this Contract. the regulations of the Federation of Bosnia and H-erzegcvina are . olicable on the Neurn
Municipality road

Article 3

Ground transit vehicles which travel the road through the Neum Municipality will not be checked nor w they be stopped by
government officials of the Federation unless.

a)the driver of the ground transit vehicle. on the road through the Neum Municipality. commits a crimin. ac which is
punishable according to the regulations of the Federation and the regulations of Bcsnia Herzegovina w,nich are effective in
the Federation

b) the driver of the ground transit vehicle, on the road tnrough the Neum Municipaiity, commits a traffic. :^stoms or other
violation which is punishable according to the regulations of the Federation and the regulations of Bos-.:a and Herzegovina
which are effective in the Federation.

Article 4.

There will be no customs check-points for ground transit vehicles in transit to and from Croatia through the Ne. -m Municipality.

Ariicle 5.

The Croatian origin of a ground transit vehicle can be verified by a vehicle license and registration license pl-es which are issued
by authorized offices in Croatia.

The rights named in articles 3 and 4 of this Contract are applicable to passenger vehicles and other personal vehicles of foreign.
third-country registration and, to persons in them when they are travelling through the area of the Neum Municipality, provided that that travel is a
portion of said transit which begins and ends in Croatia
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There will be no discrimination towards origin. affiliation, entry, exit nor destination. ownership of goods nor ownership of around vehicles, nor
their place of registration nor state of origin.

Article c.

The freedom of transit outlined in article one of this Contract relates to the transport of persons, baggage. goods and ground transit
vehicles through the Neum Municipalitywith no loading nor unloading of passengers. no loading nor unloading of goods nor change in mode of
transportation, provided that that travel is a portion of said transit which originates and ends in Croatia.

As an exception to the first paragraph of this article, the loading and unloading of passengers. or of goods or _ change in the mode
of transportation is allowed in the event of a traffic accident or a ground transit vehicle break-down which occurs in the are- of the Neum
Municipality or by mutual agreement of the overseeing body of Croatia and the Federation.

Article 7

The transit regulated in this Contract is free from customs, compensation levies, taxation or other fees for transit vehicles. goods or
persons. other than for special services rendered for such transit

Special services and fees thereof, mentioned in the previous paragraph, will be determined in an Annex of th s Contract.

The Federation is required to recognize regulation documents authorized by Croatia for ground vehicles in t -sit.

Article 8

The Federation is not required. by this Contract to permit the transit of goods whose import is not permitted d e to prevention or
illness to persons, animals and plants.

Article 9.

The parties of the Contract will decide on the necessary measures they will take in order to ensure that persc is and goods and
transit vehicles, for whom free transit is provided through the Neum Municipality (i.e.. the Federation), actually are in trans.

Aticle 10.

The transit of exceptional over-sized loads shall be carried out in conjunction with special regulations of Croatia, with prior approval
from Federation Police.

Article 1 1

The Federation/ Bosnia and Herzegovina will not enlist measures to disallow nor impede the free and unobs-ructed traffic flow of
transit.

Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina will, at the request of any party of this Contract. begin discussions on meassures ensuring and
simplifying this transit. Towards that end, measures to improve roads infrastructure will be considered for the area which s used in transit in the
territory of the Neum Municipality. i.e., the Federation. and, as necessary, both parties will be represented before internat 'nal bodies in order to
meet roads-infrastructure prerequisites for unobstructed transit of persons and goods through the Neum Municipality.
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Article 12. 1

The parties of the Contract shall try to resolve, by agreernent. all disagreements with respect to the understanding and the
application of this Contract

In the event that a resolution is not reached within one month of the date from which one of the Governments has asked for such by
notice. the argument will be held before an Arbitration Committee which will be founded ad hoc and which will oonsist of three members.

Each of the parties will appoint one member of the Arbitration Committee and the third member, who will preside over the
Committee, will be appointed by both parties.

In the event that the necessary apoointments are not made within one month of the date that one of the parties has appointed its
arbiter and. in doing so. informed the other party, the appointment may be carried out by the Committee for Cooperation of the Republic of
Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovinal the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. upon the request of one of the parties of the Contract.

Article 13.

This Contract is in effect until the conclusion of the Contract which will permanently regulate passage of Croa!ia through Federation
territory by ground and rail path. as in the spirit oT the Washington and Dayton Accords.

Article 14

This contract takes effect thirty days after the receipt of final notice by diplomatic channels in which the parties mutually give notice
that all foreseeable conditions have been mer by national legislation in order for this Contract to take effect. However. it wi zemporarily go into
effect on the date of its signing.

This Contract will be in effect for as long as the Contract of Agreement Implementation is in effectwhich ensu as the Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina access to the Adriatic through the territory of the Republic of Croatia.

Drafhed in Zagreb on the day of May 11, 1996 in two original texts. in the Croatian and the Bosnian languages. ooth texts of which are
equally credible.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBUC OF CROATIA FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF BOSNIA AND HERZESOVINA
(SIGNATURE) (SIGNA7URE)

Prime Miister Mtesa rie Minister MuratovicPrime Minister Matea FOR THEFEDERAnONOiBOSNIAANDHER2EGOvNA

(SIGNATURE)

Prime Minister Kapetanovic
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TERMS OF REFERENCE - QUALITY ASSURANCE ADVISER

1. The Quality Assurance Adviser will provide assistance and guidance to the Ministry of
Interior. directly or through the United Nations (UN) Mine Action Centre. on all matters
concerning the application of Quality Assurance (QA) disciplines to mine clearing in the Republic
of Croatia.

2. The Adviser will be responsible for monitoring the quality of mine and unexploded
ordinance (UXO) clearing work undertaken by the Croatian State mine clearing company
(MUNGOS) and any commercial mine clearing companies, whether Croatian or foreign. This work
will be carried out in support of the Governmnent of Croatia.

3. The Adviser will provide advice and assistance to the independent QA group established
under the authority of the Ministry of the Interior. He will provide such guidance as necessary to
the Head of that group, in support of their QA duties, especially in the areas outlined below.

4. The Adviser will ensure that the QA Group receives copies of the Standard Operating
Procedures and Safety Regulations of any company wishing to carry our mine or UXO clearing,
and assess these documents in the light of experience and current international best practice. The
adviser will assist the Group in assessing the probability of the company carrying out safe and cost
effective mine clearing.

5. For contracts let by Croatian Government for mine or UXO clearing, the Adviser may be
asked to assist by providing technical opinion during the bid evaluation process, especially where
the company have has been asked to provide a QA plan as a part of the bidding documents.

6. Before the start of mine clearing operations by a new company or organization, the
Adviser will assist the independent QA Group in attending a full briefing by the company on their
methods of operation. He will then participate in the preparation of the Group's plan for the
monitoring of the clearing work undertaken by the company.

7. The Adviser will participate in the random visits to the clearing worksites undertaken by
the Group, to monitor work in progress. The Adviser will assist in setting up random sampling of
areas of completed clearing work, and will advise on the percentage of sampling to be undertaken,
the methodology of sampling and the equipment needed for the sampling operation. In both these
areas the Adviser will report any findings to the Head of the QA Group.

8. The Adviser will provide specialized information to specific financing or donor
organizations, such as the World Bank, on the quality aspects of mine clearing programs funded by
them.

9. The Adviser will report to the World Bank Program Manager for Croatia. or the Mine
Clearing Task Manager as appropriate, at the start and finish of the Adviser's contract and at any
timc thought necessary during the contract period.
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MINE CLEARING AGENCY

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR PROCUREMENT / IMPLEMENTATION ADVISER

Project Implementation

The Government will be responsible for the implementation of mine clearing policies and
programs within Croatia, and will carry out its mine clearing commitments through the Ministry of
Interior (MOI.) However the mine action programs will affect many other Government agencies,
specifically those responsible for the roads and railways networks. Although these agencies are
experienced in the World Bank's procurement procedures, the letting and implementation of
contracts for mine clearing is a specialized area, and MOI will become the focal point for the
letting, implementation and monitoring of all mine clearing contracts, whether carried out by
Croatian mine clearing agencies or specialized intemational companies.

Although the MOI has been tasked with setting up a structure necessarv to establish,
implement and monitor mine clearing programs, they have little previous experience in these
processes, and initially will need some guidance in the more specialized areas involved, such as the
letting of contracts, and the measures necessary to ensure compliance with the requirements of the
contract, especially in the areas of maintenance of safety standards and Quality Assurance.

The exact method of contracting for mine and munitions clearing has not yet been
determined. There are two main options- the letting of clearing contracts centrally, or the letting of
contracts for clearing by the reconstruction company on whose behalf the mine clearing is being
carried out. Whichever option is chosen, advice will be sought from the MOI, either by the
agencies or the reconstruction contractors, and the MOI may still insist on the Quality Assurance
aspects of the clearing function being carried out under central arrangements, to ensure uniform
high standards of clearing.

Duties

As Procurement Adviser, the Consultant will be responsible for ensuring that the
procurement and implementation of all contracted mine and munitions clearing services are carried
out in a timely and effective manner, so that the clearing can be carried out in advance of contracts
for roads and railway reconstruction, and so that the reconstruction programs for these services can
be carried out without threat of mine and munitions hazard to the reconstruction contractor's staff
and equipment. The Consultant will report to the head of the MOI Project Unit responsible for the
Project.

a. On his wav to Croatia, the Consultant should visit the World Bank's headquarters in
Washington for consultations with the Procurement Specialist, the Project Manager, and the Sector
Task Manager for Transportation. He should also make contact by phone with the Task Manager
for Mine Clearing.

b. Bid Preparation The Consultant will assist MOI in preparing bids for contracted mine
clearing programs, to be carried out either centrally or as part of an infrastructure reconstruction
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project. He should also prepare invitations packages for Quality Assurance monitoring and
assessment, where these functions are to be carried out by a specialized contractor.

c. Bid Issue The Consultant will assist MOI in inviting bids from qualified mine clearing and
Explosive Ordnance Disposal companies, following the procurement guidelines of the World Bank.

d. Evaluation and Contract Negotiation The Consultant will advise and assist in the
establishment of a bid evaluation committee, composed of suitably qualified experts, to verify
compliance of bids received with the tender requirements, and to assess the likelv technical
competence of the bidders. The bid evaluation committee will prepare evaluation reports with
reconmmendations on contract award. As required, the Consultant will arrange for, and in
conjunction with the MOI, will carry out the necessary contract negotiations.

e. Advice to the MOI The Consultant will advise and assist the MOI on procurement matters,
as needed, throughout the period of assignment. The Consultant will also train the local
procurement staff in the MOI on all matters pertaining to the letting and implementation of
contracts, and the special considerations to be borne in mind for mine and explosive ordnance
clearing contracts. In conjunction with the Mine Action Program Manager and the Task Manager
for Mine Clearing, the Consultant will assist the MOI in setting up a structure within MOI for
supervising c6ntracts, and for carrying out Quality Assurance procedures.

f Monitoring and Reporting The Consultant will advise the MOI on matters related to
monitoring and reporting, particularly in respect of reporting progress on clearing to the mine
information section of the Mine Action headquarters. The Consultant will also ensure the reporting
of progress by the contractors in accordance with the terms of the contracts.
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NOTES ON MLNE CLEARING TECH NIQUES AND TECHNOLOGY

Mine Clearing Capacity

There are several sources from which mine clearers can be drawn. Each has advantages
and disadvantages:

M Military teams: Local militarv teams have been conducting mine clearing since the
conflict, but their utility is often problematic because donors and reconstruction
program managers have little control over military cleanrng priorities and standards.
Donors and aid organizations in general are reluctant to fund military organizations.
Military teams are, in general, experienced in laying mines or in breaching minefields
but do not have experience in clearing mines to a high standard (to humanitarian or
civilian standards), and this has caused accidents. Nor do they have any incentive to
clear mines to a high standard without receiving additional pay. Difficulties in
monitoring military operations is also a consideration.

* Police and civil defense: these have an important and continuing role in responding to
emergency calls for assistance, especially in situations involving an isolated mine or
unexploded bomb. Civil defense teams have usuallv operated on a volunteer basis
through the war, and typically need to return to their normal employment after the war.

* Commercial mine clearing companies: commercial mine clearing organizations are
typically formed in response to the large-scale need for mine clearing as a result of
protracted hostilities. Several such companies exist internationally, with experience
developed in Angola and/or Cambodia, for example, but they vary in experience and
competence.

* Explosive ordnance disposal teams: In Croatia, some local commercial specialized
companies were still carrying out disposal activities from time to time on WWII
ordnance, but large-scale mine clearing requires a different organizational approach
from unexploded ordnance, for which additional training is necessary.

* Non-governmental organization (NGO) mine clearing teams: NGO mine clearing
teams have considerable experience, and may be willing to assist in mine clearing
programs, and can often (but not always) offer lower prices, because of voluntary or
donor countrv contributions. They tend to be familiar with civilian (humanitarian)
clearing requirements, and can design their programs to train and use local personnel;
but they operate on a smaller scale than commercial companies.

* Local "developmental" mine clearing capacity: A local capacity, trained in civilian
mine clearing standards, is essential to address the wide-scale and long-term needs of
Croatia. Although this capacity may not initially be sufficient to address the most
immediate needs, it is important that international assistance focuses on local
management and training from the beginning, so that local teams and companies can
play an increasing role as the overall mine clearing program is developed.
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Mine Detection Methods

The choice of technology depends on the task, and no method is effective for clearing all
mines. In practice, several methods of mine clearing may be used, and several methods of detection
used in sequence to improve coverage.

Manual probing: Due to the preponderance of non-metallic or minimum metallic
mines throughout the former Yugoslavia, the primary mine detection is -mine probing"
supplemented by magnetic mine detection. This involves the insertion of a lightweight
mine probe or prodder into the ground, at an angle of 300, to a depth of 100 mm.
repeated every 3 cm across the area being searched. The operator uses the probe to
feel for hard objects buried under the surface. The insertion angle of 300 is intended to
minimize the risk of the operator inadvertently pressing on the top of the mine. A
trained mine clearer can expect to clear about 2m2 per hour using this method.

* Mine sensing dogs: Dogs can be trained to react to the smell of explosives, thus
indicating the presence of mines. In mine clearing, the primary use of dogs is to screen
large areas very quickly. and allow mine clearers to focus operations on the areas
where the dogs indicate the presence of mines. The dogs require skilled handlers who
are able to interpret their signals and maximize their limited endurance. Mechanical
enhancements to dog-detecting operations are increasingly becoming available (e.g..
collecting samples of materials, with the location of the samples recorded. and then
using dogs to detect the presence of explosives). Vapor emission detection systems
have also been developed, but none vet have the sensitivities of a trained dog.

- Satellite or aerial photography: Detection of mined areas depends on the
identification of systematic or unusual disturbance of the earth. This method is only
effective for identifying relatively recent disturbances in open countrv. Ground
verification is required: and within the mined area, individual mines still need to be
located. No system has yet been demonstrated that will successfully detect mines in the
Croatian environrment.

Mine Clearing Devices

* Mechanical clearing devices, such as flails are rarely able to guarantee a level of
clearing greater than 80%. Although thev offer fast coverage, they require skilled
operators and are greatly affected by the type of terrain they encounter. They may be
used in support of manual clearing operations, but may not, on their own, provide the
necessary level of clearing. For example, mechanical methods may be used as a
proving (testing or verification) method in areas where mines are suspected, as part of
the quality assurance process after manual clearing operations, as part of a route
clearing operation, or to clear vegetation before manual clearing.

* Explosive clearing devices, such as fuel-air explosives or explosive hoses, have a
limited effective range and a large explosive area, they can damage infrastructure in
the mined area, and are difficult to deploy in areas covered by vegetation or rocks, or
in built-up areas. Their effectiveness is greatlv reduced when deployed against blast-
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resistant mirnes. They are therefore regarded as breaching devices and are not
considered suitable for use in normnal civilian operations. They are also several orders
of magnitude more expensive than manual clearing.

* Mine protected vehicles are not clearing devices, but are a valuable asset to mine
clearing operations. particularly to reconnaissance parties attempting to assess the
extent of mined or possibly mined areas. They can also transport goods and personnel
over routes which may be mined, thus facilitating reconstruction even while demining
is taking place. As such, they are valuable life-saving equipment for those operating in
mine contaminated areas.

* Other methods. Other devices mav be appropriate where the potential user can
demonstrate that the equipment can achieve the necessary level of clearing.
Considerable research and development needs to be undertaken to identify and develop
faster means of detecting the presence of minimum metallic mines; at present, no such
technology is yet suitable for field use. Any proposal for the use of new technology
needs to be accompanied by substantial proof that it is capable of reaching the
minimum clearing standard for civilian mine clearing operation.

Mine Clearing Standards

- Military mine clearing. Many soldiers (particularly field or combat engineers) are
trained in minefield breaching operations. carried out to -'punch a hole" through a
minefield during combat. A minefield breach is normally carried out in support of an
immediate tactical objective. and mav involve a situation where the local commander
judges that the risk of breaching the minefield, with whatever resources are available,
is necessary in view of the tactical aims -- given that minefields, like other military
obstacles, are often covered by defensive fire under such circumstances. A minefield
breaching operation mav result in significant casualties among the conducting troops
or subsequent users. Mine breaching techniques are designed for speed, and often
merely push mines aside without destroying them. Thev are therefore rarely suitable
for civilian mine clearing operations.

* Civilian (humanitarian) mine clearing standards. For civilian use of land, there is no
-acceptable" level of residual landmine contamination. However, although 100%
clearing is the objective of all civilian mine clearing efforts, a total guarantee that all
the mines have been removed will never be given by any reputable mine clearer. The
UN advocates that humanitarian mine clearing operations should aim to achieve 100%
clearing, with a minimum standard "in excess of 99% clear." At present, the only
method capable of providing this level of clearing is manual clearing using mine
probes supported (but not replaced by) mine detectors and sniffing dogs. The other
military or mechanical methods described above may be used to complement manual
mine clearing, particularly in survey or "proving" operations intended to establish
whether mines are present. They should not be regarded as primary means of mine
clearing.
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Quality Assurance

Mine and munitions clearing must be done with great thoroughness, to prevent mines or
munitions being missed during the clearing process, which could result in tragic accidents, and a
collapse of confidence in the value of the work done. No mine clearing organization can ever
guarantee that all mines and munitions have been removed, but the establishment of a strict Quality
Assurance (QA) regime can do much to ensure that clearing is carried out to the highest practical
standards. It also maintains pressure on the clearers to work to high standards. QA should be built
into every mine clearing program. It usually takes place at three levels; before the work begins, the
QA authority studies the clearing proposals put forward by the clearing organization, and looks at
their Standing Operational Procedures (SOPs) and safety regulations. If these are inadequate, they
either have to be corrected, or the contractor is not selected. At the second level, QA is carried out
at the work site to ensure that the organization is carrying out its operating procedures properly
and thoroughly. This involves watching the progress of the clearing, and the actions of the clearing
management staff. At the third level, samples of the cleared areas are re-inspected. If any mines or
munitions are found, the area will be declared insufficiently cleared, and the clearing done again at
the contractor's expense. Should many mines be found, the contract may be terminated due to the
contractor's poor workmanship. The QA requirements have to be built into the contract, and
agreed with the contractor before the contract is signed. The QA has to be done by a totally
independent agency. A contractor can be used, provided that this contractor has no other
contractual commitments in the country.
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LESSONS FROM MINE CLEARING PROGRAMS

I Large scale civilian mine clearing is comparatively new. Clearing after World War II was
done sporadically in several countries, often by soldiers. The end of the cold war allowed the world
to look at the mine contamination conditions in Afghanistan, Cambodia, and several countries in
Africa and Latin America, and to establish civilian programs to deal with them. The first major
program was set up by the United Nations in Afghanistan, where mine clearing started in early
1990 The clean-up after the Gulf War in 1991 and 1992 brought major civilian contractors into
the mine clearing business, and many lessons were leamt during this period. These have been
confirmed or modified as a result of other programs in Mozambique, Somalia. Rwanda. El
Salvador and Angola. Although the mine problems and their solutions have been unique to each
country, the fundamental principles remain the same.

2. Mine Clearing by Soldiers. It is tempting to assume that, because soldiers lay mines
easily, they should be able to remove them with equal facility. The lessons of the past indicate that
unfortunatelv this is not the case. Removing mines requires a different order of discipline, training
and equipment to carry out large-scale humanitarian mine clearing, which is (or should be) more
like an industrial process than its military counterpart, minefield breaching. Soldiers tend to hurry
the mine clearing process. which usually results in casualties. Soldiers can be trained in civilian
mine clearing methods, and regiments of Bangladeshi, Egyptian, and Pakistani soldiers wvere
trained in Kuwait. It has been found that ex-soldiers, who have chosen to make their living clearing
mines are often more mature. and make better mine clearers.

3. Mechanical Mine Clearing. Every mine clearing program has searched for a mechanical
solution to the mine clearing problem, the circumstances in Kuwait should have been ideal for such
a solution. In fact, the lessons of Kuwait, and other programs, have shown that hand clearing is
still the only trulv thorough method of mine clearing. There is no shortage of ideas for new
techniques and technologies, but most of these fail to take fully into account the destructive energy
of an anti-tank mine. They also tend to assume that mines always work according to their design
parameters. Mines, however, become unreliable and unpredictable, which increase their danger,
and the difficulty of finding a safe and reliable method of clearing them.

4. Management and Administration. The lesson that has been repeated in almost all
programs is that a capability in mine clearing alone is insufficient. The mine clearing capability has
to be backed by capable and experienced managed and sound administration. Many small mine
companies ceased operations in Kuwait because or poor management and the resulting accidents. It
is difficult to eradicate all accidents, because, ultimately, during the clearing process, a mine
clearer has to deal directly with the mine, and many accidents are due to the human failings of
inattention, lapses of discipline, or lapses of memory.

5. Support Systems. Another lesson of experience is the folly of rushing into a clearing
program, without proper attention to the medical, communications, casualty evacuation and
support systems that have to be in place before the first mine clearer steps into a minefield. These
preparations take time, but cannot be ignored or set aside in the interest of more rapid action.
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6. Enhancing Local Capacity. It is also essential to think in detail about how local capacitv
is to be created and supported. It has been found that setting up an organization to train mine
clearers is only part of the problem. More important is establishing the management organization
that will deploy them after training. In three major programs, more students were trained than
could be employed; manv drifted into other jobs, so their skills were lost. Others needed expensive
re-training before they could be employed in mine clearing. Setting up a mine clearing capacitv
therefore requires detailed planning and careful coordination of training and employment
opportunities. This, in turn, means identifying and scheduling mine clearing priorities and, at the
same time, securing adequate funding (including fitting cash flows to the priority schedule) from
donors, loans, and other sources.

7. Risks and Public Perception. The lessons of the past six years have shown that until
successful new technologies for mine detection and clearing can be developed (which will require
substantial funding), mine clearing will continue to be a slow, dangerous, and expensive business.
Any mine clearing program faces the probability that there will be fatal or serious accidents, which
will spark criticism from those who are divorced from the problem. However, there is less likely to
be criticism from those whose lives are endangered by the mines, or whose access to utilities,
services, shelter, or employment is curtailed by mine contamination.
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